
EQUIPMENT 
FOR FAMILY 
AND FRIEND 
CARERS

I obtained the 2-in-1 Digital Calendar 
Clock for my mother who I was 
caring for at the time. The equipment 
helped her to understand exactly 
what day, time and month it was.

How do I apply for the 
equipment?   
This is a free service which can fund or part fund your 
equipment needs. If you would like to find out about your 
options, please contact us by either: 

Call 0300 028 8888
Email info@carerssupport.org.uk 
Visit  www.carerssupport.org.uk/our-services/ces/
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THE 2-IN-1DIGITAL CALENDAR

has been a

help...

CLOCK
TREMENDOUS



About the Carer Equipment 
Service.  
Carers Support West Sussex (CSWS) understands each 
caring situation is individual and carers can face different 
stresses and strains, making every caring role unique.  
Our Carer Equipment Service aims to enhance the 
independence and wellbeing of registered carers, while 
keeping everyone involved safe and well.

What equipment might help? 
The level of dependency in each caring role varies, so 
CSWS make an initial assessment to discover the most 
appropriate equipment and create an individual Support 
Plan. The team can also provide a bespoke service to 
research creative equipment solutions to meet individual 
requirements.

The Watch & 
Care monitor 
helps me get 
on with tasks in 
other rooms and 
I’m getting more 
sleep too!

The One Cup Hot Water Dispenser 
is brilliant. I have used it consistently 
and in a variety of ways since I 
received it. It has literally made my 
life so much easier!

How can this equipment help 
me as a carer? 
Are you caring for someone with memory issues? Is it a 
struggle to keep them hydrated? Do you have issues with 
ensuring medication is taken correctly?  If so, the Droplet 
Intelligent Hydration System and mini pill dispenser may 
help you to overcome these challenges whilst enabling a 
degree of independence.  

During the night do you worry that the person you care 
for may fall in the dark on the way to a comfort break?  
A plug in night light or a movement activated night light 
will provide enough illumination to enable safe night 
time walking and aid you to feel confident enough to 
sleep easier.  

Visit our website to see the range of equipment available.


